ra v is h ing the s ens es
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“sensuous, imaginative and sumptuously visual, an extraordinary
and innovative company.” The Times

Cryptic is a Glasgow based internationally-renowned producing art house,
presenting today’s most imaginative, innovative artists whilst also nurturing
the creative talent of tomorrow. We create memorable experiences that
engage and inspire our audiences. Cryptic ‘ravishes the senses’ with
multi-media performances that fuse music, sonic and visual art.

ravishing
the senses

Founded by Cathie Boyd in 1994, the company thrives on artistic innovation
and creative risk-taking, which has subsequently created an environment
where artists have been encouraged to push artistic boundaries.
To date, Cryptic has presented over 160 productions (including 37 world
premieres), which have been seen in 27 countries.

“An achievement worth seeing, hearing and feeling.” The Guardian

“See you later”, 2016. A Third Coast Percussion / Cryptic Collaboration, Produced by: Peak Performances @ Montclair State University (NJ).
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C R Y P T I C A S S O C I AT E S
Current Cryptic Associates are Josh Armstrong, Kathy Hinde,
Mark Lyken and Robbie Thomson. We also promote and tour
Heather Lander’s Materials and duration 1.2 and Wintour’s Leap’s
Helmholtz.
Cryptic Associates was established in 2011 to nurture and
develop the next generation of artists. Associates work across
artfoms to create work that has sound and/or music at its heart.
Cryptic acts as a mentor, producer and promoter for a number of
selected Associates giving them space and time to develop their
creative and artistic practice. Utilising the wealth of Cryptic’s
experience and expertise, this programme provides professional,
artistic and practical support to help artists explore and excel.

Josh Armstrong
Associate Director
Armstrong was born in Cleveland, Ohio and moved to Scotland in 2006.
He is an interdisciplinary Director, characterised by bold design, visual
composition and artistic collaboration.
Armstrong became the first Cryptic Associate Director in 2011.
Directing credits include Bryars, Coates, Donaldson, Dun, Lang,
Maxwell Davies, Purcell and Shostakovich across Asia, Australia, Europe
and the UK.

“Armstrong’s real skill is in ratcheting up tension between
movement and extreme stillness.”
The Guardian

C R Y P T I C A S S O C I AT E S

Cryptic Commissions include:

The Little Match Girl Passion
David Lang’s Pulitzer prizewinning The Little Match Girl
Passion combines Hans Christian
Andersen’s heart-breaking
tale with JS Bach’s St Matthew
Passion. The tragic story of the
little match girl is brought to life
in this semi-staged performance.
“Deeply felt, powerfully realized…
a performance of musical skill and
integrity.” Limelight Magazine

The Little Match Girl Passion, 2011

Shorelines
Inspired by the 1953 North
Sea Flood, this music-theatre
work, composed by Oliver
Coates, explores the beauty and
catastrophic power of the sea
at a time of increased risk from
climate change. Performed and
co-produced with the Ragazze
Quartet and designed by
Christophe Coppens. Presented
in partnership with deSingel,
Antwerp and the Grand Theatre,
Groningen. Premieres at
Operadagen and tours Autumn
2017.
“Coates is an astonishing
musician, a quiet marriage of
precision and magic.”
The Guardian

sensual
“Cryptic’s work is risky but always delivered with total integrity, and a commitment
to the highest standards, nurturing talent in new and unexpected ways.”
Jonathan Reekie CBE, Director, Somerset House Trust

these delicate things, 2014
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C R Y P T I C A S S O C I AT E S

Mark Lyken
Lyken is an artist, filmmaker and composer based in rural Dumfries
& Galloway, Scotland. He creates observational film, musical
and sound works, performances and installations that explore
relationships to place and the interplay between nature and culture.
This has led to collaborations with artists and scientists, most
notably from the University of Aberdeen’s School of Biological
Sciences.
His recent film Mirror Lands, co-directed with Emma Dove, won the
Award for Creativity at IFFEST Documentary Art Festival 2014,
Bucharest. Lyken’s work has been presented in Brazil, India, Italy,
Mexico, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Taiwan and widely across the UK.

Cryptic Commissions for Sonica include:

Kathy Hinde
Oscillon Response
Mark Lyken interprets the forefather
of Electronic Art, Ben F. Laposky’s
pioneering “Oscillon” Electronic
Abstractions. After working in
collaboration with Sanford Museum,
Iowa this Cryptic commission for Sonica
2015 merges Lyken’s sonic responses
and visualisations with Laposky’s
groundbreaking 1950’s art works.
Performed at Sonica 2015, Glasgow;
Kings Place, London and On Site Artfest,
Taipei.
“Genuinely breathtaking” Aesthetica

The Terrestrial Sea
The Terrestrial Sea highlights the diverse and ever-changing
environments of the Cromarty Firth, Scotland through music and
film. In 2012 Lyken was Artist in Residence at The Lighthouse Field
Station in Cromarty, where he worked alongside the Field Station’s
team of ecologists, IOTA and the University of Aberdeen to record
The Terrestrial Sea album.

“creating art evocative of something galactic.”

Hinde’s work grows from a partnership between nature and
technology, expressed through audio-visual installations and
performances that combine sound, sculpture, image and light. She
frequently works in collaboration with other practitioners and
scientists and often actively involves the audience in the process.
Her work has been shown in Brazil, China, Colombia, throughout
Europe, New Zealand, Pakistan, Scandinavia, USA and across the UK.

Piano Migrations
The inside of an old upright piano is recycled into a kinetic sound
sculpture. Birds are projected directly onto the piano to provide an
ever-changing musical score. Piano Migrations was runner up for the
Sonic Arts Award 2014, Sound Art Category and was listed for the
Aesthetica Art Prize 2014.

innovative

Piano Migrations, 2010

Cryptic Commissions include:

Tipping Point

Tipping Point explores the sonic complexities and possibilities of
combining glass vessels with shifting water levels to create live
sound tones. Tipping Point received an Honorary Mention at Prix Ars
Electronica 2015 in the Digital Musics & Sound Art category

With visuals commissioned by Cryptic for Sonica, Lyken developed
The Terrestrial Sea into a captivating cinematic performance
with regular collaborator and filmmaker, Emma Dove. Following
performances at Multiplicidade, Rio de Janeiro; Mexican Centre
for Music and Sonic Arts (CMMAS), Morelia; Sonica 2015, Glasgow
and Kings Place, London, The Terrestrial Sea was performed at the
Edinburgh Festival as part of the Made in Scotland Showcase 2016.

Oscillon Response, 2015

C R Y P T I C A S S O C I AT E S

“The sound is much like a glass harmonica playing gentle glissandi…
What was intended as sonic art is actually a beautiful new instrument.”
The Wire

Luminous Birds
Marvel under a canopy of animated origami birds fluttering and
chirping in harmony. Luminous Birds is a sound and sight spectacular
that is a magical experience for all the family, to be viewed after dark.
roomsmagazine.com

Originally commissioned by Kidderminster Arts Festival 2015, with
development and sound commissioned by Cryptic 2016.

Tipping Point, 2014
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C R Y P T I C A S S O C I AT E S

Robbie Thomson

Wintour’s Leap

Thomson is a Glasgow based artist and theatre maker
who works with kinetic sculpture, music, lighting design
and technology. His Cryptic projects have been shown
in Australia, France, Indonesia, South Korea, Mexico,
the Netherlands and across the UK.

Helmholtz

Cryptic Commissions for Sonica include:

XFRMR
An energetic visual music performance, harnessing
the sonic capabilities of a caged tesla coil in a work as
arresting as the scent of burning ozone and as lively
as electricity itself. Performances have included Kings
Place, London (Sonica 2016); EXIT Festival, Maison des
Arts et de la Culture de Créteil, Paris; Centro Nacional
de las Artes (CENART), Mexico City; Mexican Centre for
Music and Sonic Arts (CMMAS), Morelia, Mexico; The
SUBSTATION (Melbourne Festival), Australia; Bandung,
Surabaya and Yogyakarta, Indonesia as part of British
Council’s UK/ID and Culture Station 284, Seoul.

A space where sound is visible…
Changing patterns of light and shadow give the sense
of being immersed in a space sensitive to sound,
where even a whisper causes a stir and loud claps
invoke waves of light cascading across the room.
A truly interactive experience, Helmholtz engages
all ages in the creative exploration of light and
technology, whilst also providing a mesmerising and
reactive stage for musical performances.

dynamic

“A fascinating, sometimes magical experience.”
theartsdesk.com

Heather Lander

Helmholtz, 2014

Materials and duration 1.2

Questioning magic, illusion and the idea of the
physical versus the virtual, this imaginative video
installation moves between light and dark, silence
and sound to challenge our perceptions of space
and time. The experience is heightened through
intermittent bursts of music that at times overwhelm
the room or are heard as distant reverberations.

“Propels the viewer into an intense electromagnetic
experience.” digital arti

The New Alps

“It was like standing out in space looking back onto a
universe of some virtual kind. In the quietness and the
stillness of the room I could have watched it all night.”
The Cusp

A kinetic/sonic installation that imagines a disorientating
futuristic landscape, populated by robotic inhabitants.
The work is inspired by the monumental interventions
humans have made on the planet, creating manufactured
landscapes that exist outwith geological time.
“Surrounded by Thomson’s gizmos, you always wondered
which one was going to spurt into life next.”
theartsdesk.com

Materials and duration 1.2, 2016
XFRMR, 2016
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SONICA HIGHLIGHTS

sonic art for the visually minded
02

Sonica is a year-round programme of events dedicated to
world-class visual sonic arts, punctuated by a biennial autumn
festival in Glasgow. Sonica presents emerging British talent
alongside exceptional international artists in collaboration with
renowned co-producers and venues.

imaginative

Sonica was launched in Glasgow in November 2012 at Tramway and
has toured to Australia, Austria, Brazil, Denmark, France, Indonesia,
Mexico, The Netherlands, Slovenia, South Korea, Sweden and across
the UK.
Sonica has presented more than 400 events, including performances,
installations, exhibitions and screenings by over 180 artists from six
continents, reaching over 50,000 people.
03

Highlights
Justè Janulytè – Sandglasses _ 01(

daring

(04)

“a compelling, almost hallucinogenic, theatrical experience.”
The Scotsman

Robin Fox & Byron Scullin – M.E.S.S. Live _ 02(
“A kind of buzz, growing into a thunderous hum of meticulously sculpted
noise.” Real Time

Olivier Ratsi [Antivj] – Onion Skin _ 03(
“Twisting tunnels burrowing suggestively towards the promise of new
dimensions.” Total Theatre

“Multifaceted and thought-provoking… a fascinating festival.” Aesthetica
01
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SONICA HIGHLIGHTS

unique

05

Herman Kolgen – LINK.C, AfterShock
& Seismik _ 04
“A half hour seismic symphony that combined
eye-catching visuals on a monstrous screen with a
grinding, ear-splitting soundtrack.” The Scotsman

Speak Percussion – TRANSDUCER
& Fluorophone _ 05

innovative

“Succinctly scored extra-music experiments.” Real Time

06

Jeroen Strijbos, Rob van Rijswijk,
Pierluigi Pompeï - Whispers _ 06
“The slender forms light up in the dark, giving a magical
image of the interwoven horns that whisper piercingly
to the viewer.” EWM, Shanghai

“I have been impressed by Cryptic’s daring,
its hunger for innovation and passion for
the highest quality of collaborations.”
Gillian Moore MBE, Head of Classical Music,
Southbank Centre
04
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CRYPTIC NIGHTS

01

Recognising the need for a regular, supportive platform for

emerging Scottish based artists with fresh ideas, Cryptic Nights
was launched in 2009 and has to date presented over 200
artists in partnership with the Centre for Contemporary Arts
(CCA) in Glasgow.
Crossing creative boundaries with live music, visual and sonic
art, film and new media, Cryptic Nights presents a selection of
the highest quality emerging talent to inspire, invigorate and
excite audiences.

02

Highlights have included:

Anna Meredith – Nautilus (première) _ 01(
“Thundering, post-industrial electronics.” The Wire

Raydale Dower – (……..) _ 02
“This is Stockhausen meets Samuel Beckett, possibly uptown.” The List

03

New Media Scotland – Alt-win.ning _ 03
Cryptic collaborated with New Media Scotland in presenting the
Alt-W Awards.

Jonny Knox & Darien Brito – Remote Sense _ 04
“It’s not really an event that should be talked or written about - it’s to
be experienced.” The Metro
and Oliver Coates, James Houston, Mark Lyken, Rachel MacLean,
Rory Middleton, Yann Seznec, Gail Sneddon and Robbie Thomson.
04

provocative
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these delicate things, 2014

Sound to Sea, 2014

“the music allies itself to a slowpaced visual reverie that catches
at the nature of transience.”
The Herald

“A feast of fine moments.”
The Herald

CRYPTIC HIGHLIGHTS

challenging
CRYPTIC HIGHLIGHTS
Parallel Lines, 1996

Black Over Red, 2001

Each...and Every Inch, 2002

“brilliant, joyous, wonderful”
Süddeutsche Zeitung

“the music theatre spectacle of the
year.” The Times

“a bewitching production.”
La Presse, Montréal

Apocalypse, 2005

1994 — 2016

“Visually captivating and aurally
stunning.” Irish Times

sumptuous
“I admire the company’s
award winning and world
class internationalism.”
Dame Seona Reid DBE

The past 23 years would not have
been possible without the
invaluable support of:
Alliance Française de Glasgow
Alma and Leslie Wolfson Charitable Trust
Arts & Business Scotland
Arts & Humantities Research Council
Arup
Australia Council for the Arts
British Council
Britten-Pears Foundation
Caorunn
Centre for Contemporary Arts, Glasgow
Cove Park
Elf Exploration
Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Glasgow Science Centre
Goethe Institute
Institut Français
Ludometrics
New Media Scotland
Prohelvetia
Royal Navy
RVW Trust
Scottish Enterprise

Optical Identity, 2007

The Commonweal Fund, The Trades House
of Glasgow

“A wonderful platform for the talents of the T’ang Quartet and the
stylish visual aesthetic of Cryptic.” The Daily Telegraph

The Craignish Trust
The Government of Québec
The Hugh Fraser Foundation
The Leche Trust
Tramway, Glasgow
Weston Jerwood Creative Bursaries
and our many supporters

Cryptic is a PRS for Music Foundation Talent Development Partner

Cryptic
CCA, 350 Sauchiehall Street
Glasgow G2 3JD
T: +44 (0)141 354 0544
E: admin@cryptic.org.uk
Skype: cryptic.glasgow
www.cryptic.org.uk
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“See you later”, 2016. A Third Coast Percussion / Cryptic Collaboration, Produced by: Peak Performances @ Montclair State University (NJ).

